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for those of us with propellerheads, it is easy to pick up new software, and use it in a matter of days,
it just works, for me i have never ever had a problem with anything on my pc, not even the lastest
launch of fl studio, it just works, i'm really really pleased at how easy modo is. modo drum does not

fit into the usual plugin classification, it has a lot of similarities with an instrument, it can take a bit of
getting used to, but once you do, you will have some fun with this drum machine. modo is different,

and has its own sound, and this is the reason it has been so popular. it takes care of you, it plays
nice, it is easy to set up, make sounds, layers, assign sounds, patch, it handles arpeggios,

modulation, time signatures, drum fills, chord inversions, drumtoms, kickdrum fills, context based
drumkits, and more. modo comes with a powerful library of 108 drum sounds. modo drum gives you

more control over the sounds than you have access to with other products. you can load and mix
sounds, you can create your own sounds, you can control the parameters of the sounds by playing

them and using patterns. you can easily assign sounds to specific areas of your song or music
project. you can also change the shape of the sounds to make them more difficult to play. modo

plays not only drums, but also vocals, guitars, synths, pianos and many other instruments. you can
layer your sounds, or assign them to specific areas of your song. you can layer sounds, and then

assign them to regions of the project. all of this can be done at the start of a song or project, as well
as during the mixing process. and when you are done, your track or music project will contain all the
sounds you need to build your song or project. modo will even be able to find the sounds you need if

they are stored in an external library.
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modo supports a variety of file
formats including modo live
(daw only), mds (modo drum
kits only), modo arpeggiator

(modo drum kits only), sd2, sd3,
sd4, sd5, sd6, aiff, wave, apple
loops, apple au, and midi files.
modo drum kits make up the
core of modo, but modo can

also access over 2,000
additional presets for many
sound types in its multi-user

library. modo comes with some
of the most important drum kits

of all time. not only can you
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create beats using the on-board
synth, you can also create your

own beat using samples or
sounds from the included kits.

i'm actually thinking about
picking up modo drum 1.0.0 just

to see how it stacks up with
sd3, i've not had a go with that,
so if it's got some really cutting
edge features that could have
an impact on the way i play,

well i'll be interested. ik
multimedia modo drum 1.0.0 as
far as i can tell from the demo

modo drum will be a full
featured offering, with quite a
few features that some of the
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others lack (and charge for!)
which could be a useful plus
point. i have got a bass amp

and a re50d, and modo bass is
so versatile, from the standard
v1 bass, to the more esoteric

modeller, is so versatile, i may
be interested just to see how it
will perform with that. i don't do

much live drumming, so will
leave that to the pros for now. it
will be interesting seeing how it

performs with the 2nd
soundfont. a pa4000?

something else? modo drum
gives you the option of either
owning a physical modeling
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drum set complete with an oem
drum skin, or you can sign up

for the modo drum virtual drum
set. when you sign up for the

virtual set, modo will search the
online internet for any free

drum sets you may find that
meet your specifications. when
modo finds the right pair, it will
ship them to your door. within a

week modo will come and
download the files onto your

hard drive, and install the
virtual kit on the site for you to
play with. you can use these

free virtual drum kits in
conjunction with your own
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physical drum kit for virtual
drumming, or they can be

purchased separately. modo
drum will come with a free drum

skin created just for the
instrument, which will be

downloaded to your hard drive
once it is installed. once the

free skin is installed on the site,
you can't touch it unless you
buy the skin to replace it or

make changes. the virtual drum
set allows you to customize the

single bass drum and snare
drum, 3 canted kick drums, 5
tom drums, and various other

aspects of the kit. you can even
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change the sound of the ride
cymbal and hi-hat cymbal.

when you are satisfied with the
virtual drum set, you can

purchase the skins for each of
the drums, and the kit can be

fully customized. modo has two
choices for drum skins: native

and virtual. both skins are
available separately, or can be

purchased with the kit. the
native skins are ultra high

quality h10 paint-grade skins
provided to modo by a

professional skin manufacturer,
and are customized for use on
modo drums. the virtual skins
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are created by modo from a
sample bank that was created
with similar or identical drums

for use on modo drums.
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